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Introduction

In all countries of Africa, sound broadcasting has been used as a basic

means of communication for a considerable period of time. In many of them

broadcasting activity was going on before independence. In others it was either

introduced or developed tc meet the post independence developmental needs.

Television, on the other hand, is comparatively new in Africa. There are

many countries in Africa which have not yet introduced television. Those that

have are mainly operating monochrome (black and white) television. In certain

instances colour television has also been introduced.

With only a few exceptions, both radio and television organizations are

managed by government departments. In certain cases radio and television are

managed by different organizations in the same country. In some countries broad

casting is managed by public corporations which are responsible to Boards of

Directors. In a few cases private broadcasting companies operate broadcasting

alongside the national broadcasting systems, Broadcasting is generally centralized

and run as a public servide activity entrusted with the duty to inform, educate

and entertain the public as a whole. Although in some ccuntries advertising is

allowed, by and large, the running of radio and television in Africa defends on

Government subvention. - .

The growth of the broadcasting services in Africa over the past decade has

been slow and unimpressive. The reasons for this slow development could be due

to limited financial resources, shortage of skilled manpower and lack of

comprehensive planning of all aspects of broadcasting. While the land mass of

Africa is about 23 per cent of the world its production is about 10 per cent of

that of the world; the number of sound broadcasting transmitters is less than

3 per cent. The number of receivers per 100 of population is about 1/5 of the

world average. This reflects a very ;ooor picture in the development of broad

casting in Africa, a continent with generally poor communication facilities.

Africass good roads are few. The majority are seasonal. Distances are vast.

Illiteracy is still a dominant factor. The spread of the modern methods of

communication such as radio and television and the facilities to receive programmes

are therefore essential and crucial to the rapid development of the countries

of Africa.

Whereas the constraints which have affected the development of broadcasting

in Africa are far from being entirely eliminated, the improvement of the utilization

of the broadcasting services is within the grasp of the African countries. The

goal Of utilising broadcasting as an instrument for unifying and defining nation

hood is almost realized everywhere on the African continent. This objective has

been achieved through the centralization of the broadcasting services and placing

them in the hands of professionally qualified personnel.



However, it is now recognized everywhere that development has many dimensions.

It is accepted that for development to be realized faster, central authority must

act in concert with its many and diverse hands and minds particularly in the rural

areas. Many countries of Africa are now putting forward a new order of priorities

for broadcasting. In the utilization of radio and television broadcasting, the

accent should now be placed on using radio and television to assist in the' national

realization of the goals of social and economic development. In this regard

broadcasting should be used for education to stimulate a sense of self-reliance

amongst the rural people so that they can produce their own food, improve their

dwelling houses * adopt hygienic practices to improve their health.

In the development of broadcasting during the decade, African countries

should EGek to create a balance between the investment they make in broadcasting

infrastructure and the effective utilization of the existing facilities through

training their p?;:canr.el and the production of appropriate and relevant programmes.

Planning and management of broadcasting systems

Proper planning and management of any activity which involves public funds

is essential if such activity is to achieve its objectives. This is particularly

important in the field of broadcasting in Africa where the returns cannot be

quantified in cash terms. The planning and management of most broadcasting

organizations :n Africa is hampered by a lack of adequate planning and management

knowledge and skills on the part of the broadcasting managers. Furthermore African

Governments accord low priorities to the broadcasting activities in their countries.

The existing day-to-day pressures in the administration of broadcasting organizations

coupled with the regular inadequacy of staff leaves little room for effective

planning and management of broadcasting. Although the need for the development

of planning me iods and administration of broadcasting orjanizations is recognized

as important it has not bsen rally developed. There are few places where training

in the management of broadcasting resources is offered in Africa. The need to

utilize broadcasting for national development.programmes can only be realized

through hotter management of the services. Broadcasting managers must be given

the necessary skills to plan broadcasting in accordance with the national objectives.

Governments must also.integrate broadcasting into the entire activity of national

planning and policy* .

Aid to economic development efforts

Broadcasting is an essential instrument for communication and education. It

does not require literacy on the part of the listener or viewer. It has.a vital

role to play in Africa not only in the dissemination of news and information and

entertainment but also for purposes of education, national guidance and integration.

The developiusnt aM operation of the broadcasting services in Africa largely

depends on the economic progress of these countries. Its effective utilisation

will in turn be judged by the extent to whicji broadcasting will assist in the
economic development of these countries. Few countries in Africa have a high level

of, industrial activity. The majority depend on agricultural resource base,

forestry and some mining activities. Thus Governments' strategies and options

for developing their countries have to be based on the rural sector. In the

countries of the Sahel region, for instance, rainfed agricultural development



projects are rare because of the scarcity of rain. Life is generally sustained

by river water and food production as well as commercial agricultural projects

have to depend on skill and education on the part of the rural peasant. In the

absence of adequate educational facilities, broadcasting is called upon to provide

education to raise the level of knowledge of the people to enable them to produce

to support -the economy. - "----■-■•

As the economies of most African countries depend on rural agriculture, an

investment in rural education is one of the surest way to revitalise the

economic performance of rural areas. As the educational facilities are not adequate

broadcasting must be utilized to supplement the conventional educational me'"iods8

Through education other positive aspects can be developed. Through education

people can learn hygienic habits which lead to the general improvement of health.

With a healthy rural population economic development is possible.

The state-'of'broadcasting in Africa

Common features

Most countries in Africa have one national radio service broadcasting

from the" capital city. In most countries regional broadcasting stations have not
yet beeb developed. Consequently the main production centres are located in

the capital cities with the transmitting facilities sited within a short distance

outside the city1,,

Programme production centres in the rural areas designed for programmes

production or collection of programmes materials in the different parts of the

country are rare. The main reasons for this shortage of facilities are:

(a) lack of financial resources to build regie.nal stations or programme

production centres;

(b) lack of electric power supply in the rural areas in most of the cases;

(c; shortage of qualified personnel to operate and maintain the regional

stations or production centres and lack of qualified personnel for

programme preparation and production;

(d) lack of efficient telecommunication infrastructure that can. be used :

as a programme carrier between the different centres and the main

broadcasting house in the capital city; < ■■ :

(e) lack of transport facilities in many cases to despatch the programme

materials to the main broadcasting house; and

(f) high running costs in the maintenance of these centres.

Effects of centralized services

(a) on programme production centres

The centralization of programme production centres in the African broadcasting

systems creates problems in the sharing of airtime particularly in these broad

casting organizations which have to cater for many national languages in their
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broadcastings In.some cases the broadcast time allocated to each language does

not exceed 30 minutes per day. This is hardly enough to give a comprehensive news ;

bulletins, educational materials and entertainment. Moreover, this system puts

a great burden on the central programme production facilities which are in most

cases modest and of limited capacity,

(b) on transmission modes ,*_. - :

Local and national coverages are effected in most cases through the use

of medium-wave and short-wave. Total and, complete coverage of countries is rarely

achieved. Very liigh frequency (VHF/FM) is. seldom used except.as studio-to-transmitter

programme link. ,. . • ■

Medium-wave transmitters of medium power ranging from 1 to 20 kW are used <

together with relatively short antennae giving coverage ranging between 20 to lOQ.■•<•

kilometres.

In some cases the transmitters- are.located in remote areas and used as relay

stations to serve particular regions. Programmes are fed either through a voice. ■ .

circuit of a telecommunication line or- through off-air pick-up of short-waves

transmitted from ce^r?! -tatione. The quality in both cases is poor.

Short-wave transmitters are also used for country wide coverage from central

stations. Simple dipoles are generally used. Some stations employ wide band log-

periodic antennae with relatively high firing angles. Tropical frequency bands

are used with carrier powers ranging from 4 to 100 kilowatts.

Television broadcasting

Although still in its initial stages, the introduction of television in

African countries is.pn the increaseo Seme of the countries which have not yet

introduced television are: planning to carry out, studies on how television can be

introduced in the most economic and useful way. The existing television broadcasting

is run as public service financed by Government subsidy. Revenue from receiver

licences and advertising supplements the Government subvention. Television

broadcasting is also centralized^ It is only in a few countries where regional

television stations have been well developed,,

The television systems used in Africa are mainly CCIR system B and CCIR

system k. VHF Band III is used extensively while VHF Band i and UHF Band IV are

seldom used.

The major problems encountered in the introduction and running television

in Africa are;

(a) high capital investment required to install programme production

centres to ensure country-wide coverage;

(b) lack of wide-band telecommunication networks in most cases render

the expansion of television service difficult and limit the coverage

to urban
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(c) high recurrent expenditure required to run and maintain the

technical equipment;

(d) lack of adequate funds for programmes production and payment for

copyright;

(e) need for adequate number of highly qualified personnel;

(f) high cost of television receiving sets;

(g) necessity of establishing group viewing centres in villages,

schools and hospitals and the difficulty of providing personnel

and electricity to run them.

These problems and the difficulty in overcoming them has led to the limitation

of television to urban areas, poor maintenance service and great reliance on

-foreign imported programmes. The impact of television particularly in education

and national development is consequently limited.

Common carrier communication network

A big effort has been made in most African countries to develop national

common carrier communication networks. Some of them have in fact made substantial

progress in the implementation of the projects of the Panaftel system, especially

those sectors that cater for domestic needs.

High quality circuits for the distribution of sound programmes are normally

provided in most plans, but wide-band circuits capable of distributing television

programmes are generally not provided in most of the existing networks. This is

mainly due to the substantial extra cost required to add them. However, this

special equipment needed for television programme distribution could be easily

introduced at a later stage if needed.

In certain countries there is no co-ordination between telecommunication

and broadcasting organizations. As a result, independent plans on infrastructure

development arc made with consequent extra expenditure and inefficient utilization

of manpower.

Some countries are utilizing space systems for their domestic telecommunications

networks. These networks are designed to cope with television distribution as

well as ordinary telephone, telegraph and telex services.

For international telecommunications most countries possess earth stations

working with the INTELSAT system. Most of them can receive television programmes

and some of them are equipped with television transmission facilities.

Terrestrial networks which can enhance television programme exchange

particularly between neighbouring countries have yet to be developed under the

PANAFTEL project.
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Comparison between different transmission modes ompolyod in Africa

Long-waves; (LF)

Long-wavos services are used only in a few countries of North -Africa with

power levels ranging from SOO lew to 1,500 kw.

(a) Long-waves encounter loss ground-wave attenuation and hence can provide

greater coverage as compared to medium-waves,

(b) Long-waves provide stable and good" quality signal.

Hi sadvant ago s

. 1.. ■. Higher field-strength is required in the utilization of longwvaveB to
overcome the natural atmospheric noise which increases as the frequency
decreases. Thus high.power levels are required and high capital arid
running costs. :■

2. Long-waves are unsuitable for Tropical Zones because of the high

atmospheric noise especially during the rainy seasons, ■ ■

3, Limited number of available channels in the LP band (only 15 ) renders
the. use of the long-wave band very limited.

Conclusion

Long-waves can be used only in countries situated in the Northern part of the

Continent above 20 N .where atmospheric noise level is relatively low.

Meaiun-waves

■Medium-wave service is used in most of the African countries with power levels

ranging from 100 w to 1,500 lew.

■Advantages, .

\(a)' Medium-waves provide a stable and good quality signal.

(b) In the absence of interference, medium-waves can offer a secondary

service area after sun-set.

Pi sadvantages

1. Mediw-waves suffer-from high atmospheric noise in the Tropical Zones.

2. Congestion of the medium-wave band increases the interference at nipht
- ■ and thus limits the coverage that can normally be obtained during day-tim

3. Congestion of the. medium-wave band reduces the possibility of a nation
wide coverage for more than one programme in most of the African

4. - Llediuor-waves create fading-aone areas of poor reception after sun-set

at distanoes ranging from 150 to 250 km. , .
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Conclusion

Medium-waves can be used economically only at moderate power levels (1 kW

to 50 kW) in the Tropical Zone to cover distances ranging from 30 to 150 km from

the transmitter.

C. Short-waves (HF)

Short-wave service is used extensively in Africa especially for national

coverage. It is used also for external services.

Advantages

(a) Short-vaves can provide a wider coverage at relatively low capital

and operational cost.

(b) Short-wave transmitters can be grouped in one site (generally close to

the capital city) and can cover the whole or a large part of a country

through the use of directive antennae.

(c) Short-waves can provide the easiest and quickest way to ensure country
wide coverage.

Disadvantages

1. Short-wave reception suffers from unstable signal due to fading and

thus leads to uncomfortable listening. :

2. Tuning of radio-set within the short-wave band is difficult especially

' with popular receivers.

3. Utilization of short-wave service necessitates the changing of the

operating frequency diurnally and seasonally. ^:

D. Very high frequency. (VHF/FM) .

/She VHP band is used to a limited scale in Africa.

Advantages .

(a) VHF/FM service provides high-quality listening and stable signal.

(b) For the same covered area less power is required as compared to'

medium-waves. Thus lower capital and running costs are required.

(c) Higher field-strength can be obtained from the same transmitter by

using higher gain antennae. :

(d). Wider coverage can be obtained in VHF/FM service by increasing antenna

height,

(e) VHF transmitters occupy smaller "space compared to medium-wave transmitters,

(f) Several. VHF transmitters can be connected to the same antenna, thus

offering the possibility of providing several programmes for the same

service area at a lower cost. This is very important for most of African

countries which need to solve problems of multiplicity of languages

especially in regional stations.
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(g) With advanced technology and the use of low power levels, all

solid-state VHF transmitters up to 3 kW are available now. This gives

the possibility of an unattended service with less manpower and less

maintenance and operational costs. - ,,■;

(h) Extended VHF coverage can be achieved easily through the use of relay

stations.

(i) VHF/FM transmission network can be integrated with TV one by using

the same infrastructure (building, antenna carrying mast, power

supply, programme lines etc.) thus reducing capital investment required

for common project.

Disadvantages ■ ; '

1," VHF coverage is limited by line of site. Wider coverage therefore

requires high antenna masts. .

2« A bigger number of VHF transmitters is required to cover a country

as compared to the medium-wave transmission system.

3. In VHF field-strength drops considerably due to shadow effect

. caused by mountains and high buildings in big cities,

4e VHF/i'M transmission system requires a developed infrastructure of

common carrier communication network to convey the programme to the

different transmitters which have to be strategically sited to ensure

better coverage of the service area.

Conclusion

VHF/FM service is the most useful transmission mode-for. radio broadcasting

in Africa, since it offers means of providing several programmes at high quality

and at comparatively low capital and running costs. It is preferable that VHF/FM

transmission network be planned in conjunction with TV transmission network,

though one service may be introduced before the other.

Utilization of broadcasting services _ ( ,

Sound broadcasting

The potential of broadcasting for education, information, entertainment,

agriculture and health is limited by the inability of the rural people to possess

receivers. Even where major efforts have been made to improve the broadcast

signal, the effective utilization of the broadcasts depends on the accessibility

of receivers. The cheapest radio receiver in the countries visited costs about

$US 20t a figure which in many cases is beyond the reach of the average peasant

farmer whose income, is not only low but, has many basic demands placed on it.



As.of present, national sound broadcasting is essei.cially centralised

production and transmission of programmes. These programmes are general in

character and.popular in the urban and peri-urban setting. In some of"the"

broadcastj.,na., organizations > specific programmes on education, health or agriculture

are interspersed in the main body of programmes in the hope that those who need

such programmes can benefit without distracting or losing the general arr'r.^r^o

which.is needed sometimes for raising the advertising rateso

Listener surveys are /few„ In certain instances, surveys had been carried

out but,had never been updated* In some of the larger countries with small

dispersed population, a system of letters either from Government officials working

in the districts or letters from the listeners themselves is the only indicator

for those in the radio stations regarding the performance of the station and the

programmes effectiveness. Listener interests and characteristics arc net really

known in any useful detail*,

.The, same difficulties and weaknesses obtain in the programmes designed

for rural listeners. Such programmes may be on agriculture or'health,.' These .; -

programmes, are npt determined before hand. The listener and his conditions of

life and. his general environment is not well known or appreciated by the producers-

The programmes are normally designed, prepared and produced by either the &taff

of the radio stations or experts from the Ministries of Health, Education o:^

Agriculture* . The impact of these programmes is lost because they are produced

intermittently and also because there is no evaluation system*

Programmes which appear to have target audience are those produced for

schools,.. In these countries where schools broadcasting is a regular activity,

radio programmes are designed to enrich the .teaching and learning process. The

programmes ar? either for pupils or teachers in teacher training collegeso The

problems whic^ affect these broadcasts ;are:

(a) poor reception particularly in the distant schools and colleges;

(b) inadequate number of receivers and the difficulty in maintaining

the few that may be available;

(c) erratic programme schedules resulting from ether important national

considerations' which oblige national stations tc alter their

programme schedule;

(d) . lack of correlation of broadcast schedule and schools time-table.

Another group of successful and highly appreciated programmes are those

designed for correspondence courses offered by long distance teaching institutions.

Radio is non the primary method of teaching but it is used to supplement

teaching by correspondence. The difficulties here are that although the target

audience is highly motivated, it is very small. Thus the broadcast tir^e utilised

for these broadcasts is lost to the general public.
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Closely linked up with the problem of programme utilisation, is the question

of approach in programmes production and.content. As the programmes production.,
centres are situated in the capital cities and because of the general inadequacy

of mobile programme production facilities in general, the programme content tends

to be urban oriented„ ■ -

All national radio stations produce the bulk of the programmes they transmit.

No where in Africa is the percentage of locally produced programmes less than 80
per cent and in most cases higher. However, this figure is misleading in terms

of a genuine reflection of the national cultures of these countries. Programmes

orientation is seen from the point of view of a minority group that by and large

presents what is palatable to it and the mainstream of the value system that

obtains in the country is treated as non-existent. Programme planners and producers

are more responsive to the views, about their programmes, which appear in the

printed press and those from their friends. Thus the reflection of the true

national way of life of a country is distorted not only by poor infrastructure,

inadequate production facilities and multiplicity of languages but also by relying

on alien cultures. What is needed is a serious re-examination, in the area of

planning and formulation of programmes policy, of the necessary balance that needs
to be maintained between the interaction of external influence and the social

and cultural values of each landscape.

The force and energy for development in Africa lies in the rural areas. It ,

is here that the educative processes must focus their attention to equip the rural

populace with the necessary knowledge and skill, sharpen their sense of self-

reliance, awaken their spirit of initiative and encourage them to seek their
personal and communal social improvement. This should be the primary objective

of broadcasting in the Decade. To fulfil this objective, policy makers and

broadcasters must adjust the content, and the methodology in preparing and

disseminating programmes. This can bo done if there is a realization that rural
life is not sterile and static. It must be recognized that rural life is dynamic
and broadcasting should be allowed to play its full part in the life and development

activities in and within the rural communities.

Television broadcasting

Not all countries of Africa have television. Some countries have actually

sanctioned studies to advise on the wisdom or otherwise of introducing television.

Others have expressed the wish to introduce television on a small scale for

education, and'yet others are under public pressure to introduce television
because of the impact of television from neighbouring countries which is received

in those countries.

In every country where television is in operation a sense of pride in having

television obtains. It is admitted that it is a.powerful media for education,

information as well as entertainment. However, with the exception of only a few^

countries, television is confined to the urban areas. Only a few African countries
prepared themselves for the introduction of television. It was, nonetheless,

admitted everywhere that television is a reality in Africa and that it is here to

stay. The best way to look at television, therefore, it was admitted, is to

examine its future and the extent to which this powerful media can be harnessed

to assist in tackling some of Africa's numerous problems in the development of

rural life.
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Television faces the problems of irrelova:^ ?. r^l a"d foreign programmes,

receiver costs and distribution and the lack of wide distribution of the signal.

In some of the African countries the spread of television beyond the capital city

i« inconceivable given the .current financial constraints these countries face

and the poor common-carrier communication networks capable of distributing

television, programmes.- Moreover, in almost-all the countries where .television

is in,operation there is the added problem of policy demands for a high percentage

of local programmes without the supporting equipment, financial and manpower

requirement to produce the local programmes. Television demands a higher proportion

of personnel to operate than radio.

Television canf if properly managed and utilised, make a substantial

contribution in education'even to illiterate population. This cannot be achieved

.without understanding the basic organizational framework within which television,

can be effective. Many countries have committed too many hours to television

that can realistically be programmed for. This leads to filling airtime with

unnecessary and often irrelevant programme material sometimes to the detriment

of the countries' interests.

The training of technical and programme personnel in television is not

only store difficult and specialized, it is also expensive. Many programme, staff

have to rely on on~the«job training they can, gete Thus the growth of expertise

in the professional operation.of television broadcasting is slow. Some of the

countries have made better progress because they had a stronger basic development

of radio broadcasting before television was introduced. Those countries which

have highly developed radio broadcasting systenf do "also "appear to have the better

organised television broadcasting system.

One of the most difficult problems in television in Africa is in the area

of programmes production. Many broadcasting organizations have invested highly

in infrastructure but the public disappointment at the performance of television

still continues. In the field of documentary production,- educational programmes,

news and information programmes, some of the national television organizations

in some countries have shown some improvements. Nevertheless, this is still

inadequate.

However, it is in the area of creative cultural television progran^nee that

Africa faces its biggest challenge. It is not possible to find in any one country

an abundance of creative authors whose works can fill a television service for

a year. Many television stations still rely on imported programmes from outside

Africa. It seems possible, nonetheless, that if the television organisations

could pool their resources together an impact could be made in changing the

cultural face of African television. This requires encouragement of programme

productions on the basis of subregional cultural affinities and interchanging them.

Cultural boundaries are difficult to define on the African scene but an effort

could start with the encouragement of authors and writers to use television as

media for expression. In any case some measure of success appears to have been

made in the Arab countries. The problem of upgrading African television is beyond

the limited efforts of any one television organization and its expertise in a country.

The problem has to be faced by the whole African creative society. Broadcasting

can provide the forum and initiate the action. However, for this effort to succeed

the broader African cultural base must be brought into play to enable television

to be firmly wedded to the indigenous culture.
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Until recently, television utilization in rural areas was hampered by lack

of flexible and portable equipment. Programmes productions were considered ~

possible only by using sophisticated studio equipment in the capital centres of.

the countries. The development of more flexible portable equipment makes it now

possible for television to be utilised in rural areas for production of agricultural,

health programmes as well as promote general rural public self-help activities.

However, there does not seem to be many examples of the effective utilization of

these facilities in some countries. There is an unwillingness and sometimes

resistance in accepting newer and innovative methods in using inexpensive television

equipment for programmes production in rural areas* There is an urgent need

therefore to continue to popularise the use of inexpensive television facilities

for programmes production through seminars and workshops in the African countries.

In.some of the countries where television has not spread far beyond the

urban boundaries, the development of organized communal viewing centres is

necessary if television is to have the impact desired. Such centres had in some

cases been started with the voluntary assistance of businessmen in large

agricultural estates. What is often missing in such arrangements is the proper

follow-up and evaluation system. These centres are important not only as rural

social gatherings but also as areas where public discussions can develop, thus

rendering them in a sense to be informal educational centres.

Programme exchange and co-productions

Pre-recorded programme exchange

Programme exchange among African broadcasting organizations still has a long

way to go. Many of them continue to receive programmes from foreign organizations.

The reasons for lack of effective programme exchange among the African

broadcasting organisations are:

(a) lack of adequate personnel to produce or put together programmes

for exchange;

' (b) broadcasting stations are too pre-occupied'with their day-to-day

""' " problems of broadcasting to pay attention to the needs of programme

exchange which as far as they are concerned is remote and does not

constitute a responsibility for which they are "rewarded or punished";

(c) lack of adequate resources to cope with problems of programme exchange;

(d) the reasons behind, and the need for, programme exchange are vague

and remote as far as the practising broadcasters are concerned. They

do not therefore feel the compulsion to engage in programme exchange; and

(e) many broadcasters do not feel that what they produce for their
stations is good enough or relevant for the needs of other stations.
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There is a great disparity between the conviction that programme exchange

is important and the reality of the situation in the broadcasting stations
themselves.

Despite the efforts URTNA has made in promoting programmes exchange, more
effort is needed to stimulate programme exchange and programme co^productions.

In certain instances, a regular monthly programme exchange between the Gambia,
Sierra Leone, Ghana and Nigeria had become an accepted commitment on the part cf
each of these countries. The other is the weekly joint programme transmission
in Wolof between the Gambia and Senegal.

It is apparent that pre-recorded radio programme exchange does not pose a
problem. Technical facilities are almost the same in all the countries of Africa.
In the area of television however there are different systems which may necessitate
adapting the programmes before they are distributed or transmitted.

The URTNA Programme Exchange Centre in Nairobi has carried out some studies

in programme exchange. Many of the problems and solutions have been identified;
However, the major constraints in this area are financial, the equipment for
dubbing and translating the programmes.

Live programme exchange

The infrastructure of the common-carrier communication network in and among
the African countries is not yet fully developed to facilitate live programme '
exchange particularly between neighbouring countries such as is practised in the
Eurovision and the Intervision. -...■...;

There is a limited subregional network for programme exchange in North Africa.
This links together Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and Libya in the Maghrebvision
and also links these countries to the Eurovision.

In East Africa a commonsarrier communication network exists also linking
Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania. Through the use of a standby channel these countries
can transmit jointly a television programme if the need arises. The problem here
is that the tariff is too high for the broadcasting organizations. In many cases
international programmes have had to be dropped because of costs. Since broadcasting
and post and telecommunications organizations are public and basically run on State
funds, charges to public service broadcasting organizations should be at cost.

International live programme exchange

Most African countries possess ground satellite receiving facilities which
are capable of taking television programmes from any part cf the world. They also
exchange programmes using these same facilities between themselves. In every case
they have to use the INTELSAT space system. The majority of these African stations
are directed to the Atlantic Ocean satellite system whereas a few are directed to the
Indian Ocean satellite system. There are some on the other hand that have access
to both the Atlantic as well as the Indian Ocean satellite systems. Some stations
have both receiving and transmitting facilities whereas others only possess the
receiving facilities. . ..
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Despite the availability of these facilities, not many programmes are

exchanged through the satellite systems in Africa because the tariff in using^

satellite is prohibitive. Only in the few cases of major international sporting
events do African countries pool resources together under either the management

of URTNA, the Commonwealth Broadcasting Association (CBA) or the European Broad

casting Union (EBU) to take such, programmes and to share the costs.

PANAFTEL system

The PANAFTEL network has not so far made adequate- provision for television

programme exchange between the African countries. It is understood that the
inadequate spread of television in Africa partly accounts for this omission
because the cost of the additional equipment for television exchange is too high
at the moment. These facilities could, however, be added when the demand is known.

Copyright problems

The problems of copyright are among the least understood in the broadcasting

organizations of Africa. Some of the stations complained that they were paying
far too much money to the Performing Rights Societies for works which they do not

really broadcast. The money thus paid does not benefit the African musicians
and composers whose work is broadcast. Such payments have remained as honoured
legacies from the time when the African stations were run by foreigners. Any

desire to change is frustrated by conventions which States have ratified on the

strength of international legal obligations without due regard to the economy of
the countries concerned or the examination of the realities of the local situation.

This seen from the background of mounting national pressure that tne media should
reflect true African aspiration calls for a re-examination of the situation of
copyright particularly in so far as it affects broadcasting on the African scene.

In some instances, the regular payment to the Performing Rights Societies

was stopped because in the view of the authorities the whole situation was
unreasonable. In other instances, two broadcasting executives admitted that

although one of the responsibilities of broadcasting is to inform the general
public of their rights, they were hesitant to admit that this included informing
the public of their right to claim copyright payment for their artistic works.

In other countries efforts are being made to organise local composers and

writers so that they can be helped to develop their creativity with the view .._ .
to having them recognized officially by the broadcasting organizations. Generally,

the problem lies in the fact that media executives do not feel it their duty
to organize the clients who once organized will become a "nuisance" to the

broadcasting organization.

What all this means is that the development of broadcasting itself is in

a sense being retarded by the fact that artists are not being given adequate

encouragement to develop the arts and the African broadcasting, organizations are

forced to continue to utilize far too much foreign materials. An awareness

of what is involved in copyright would encourage the whole creative process. It

will further facilitate programme exchange. It will eventually save some countries
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foreign exchange. It is encouraging to note however, that some of the national
copyright Acts in some countries have tried to avoid some of these pitfalls.

The problems of copyright require to be studied with a view to helping the up and
coming African composers and artists and particularly in their relationship with

their national broadcasting organizations.

Broadcasting unions

Broadcasting unions provide a forum for exchange of views and discussions as
well as studies of professional matters pertaining to broadcasting. On the
African scene, the most important broadcasting unions that have made a contribution

are:

Union of National Radio and Television Organizations of Africa (URTNA)

The Union of National Radio and Television Organizations of Africa is the

only African continental Broadcasting Union* It has a membership of 37.. Its
headquarters are in Dakar, Senegal. It has two regional offices: the Technical w
Centre in Bamako , a monitoring Centre in Makala,-Mali and the Programme Exchange .

Centre in Nairobi, Kenya.

URTNA has a wide membership of associates in the EBU and professional links
with other Broadcasting Unions. URTNAss assistance in the development of broad
casting is reflected by the monitoring and technical activities of the Technical
Centre in Bamako and the monitoring centre in Markala. Through the encouragement
of programmes competitions, co-sponsoring of broadcasting seminars and workshops
with other organizations interested in broadcasting URTNA is helping develop a
sense of professionalism on the African broadcasting scene.

The expansion of URTNA's objectives, like those of its founders, the National
Broadcasting Organizations in Africa, is constrained by lack of funds. Inrecent
times, the launching of the Programme Exchange Centre in Nairobi was a landmark in
the development of broadcasting in Africa.
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In discussing the- future of broadcasting in Airica and URTNA1 s role in it,
with thc^ Secretary-General in Dakar and the Director of the Programme Exchange '
Centre .in Nairobi, the mission formed the impression that African broadcasters ■'
arc entering a phase of positive maturity. There is a willingness to face tlic- -:

problems not with blind optimism but a sonso of caution, devotion and hard work.

Changes are needed in URTITA, particularly in its financial and administrative
policy to turn this only African organisation of its kind into a practical broad
casting union.- This could bo achieved by giving greater emphasis and allocating
adequate rc-sources to technical and programme studios as well as facilitating: >■
programme" cxohangca Those arc tho areas of the Union, professional competence ■ ■
and forms tho principal reason for tho Union's existence. It has succeeded in■ ,
bringing programmes from international sources,, However, more work is still

needed in/making-programmo- exchange into a reality, and in organizing technical

studios that will help African broadcasters in tho planning and improvement of

services1 onv the 'continent. In'this regard URTNA needs greater co-operation
from_U2?ESC0, ECAj ITU and ASBUj . ■ ,., . .....

2. Obra&OKwealtfa Broadcasting Association (GBA)

The Commonwealth Broadcasting Association is an international broadcasting
assoc^atiori-'-with momborship that spans the globe. .With its headquarters in
London, its impact on the African broadcasting scene is through its 14 members ■
and regular subrogional broadcasting activities. '■ Tho major areas of activities

have boon meetings, workshops in ¥est Africa and in the East, Central and

Southern African subregions,■ Through a collective study of broadcasting issues

and problem's, encouraging governments to recognize broadcasting as an important-
instrument capable of supporting economic and social development, the CBA is

making a contribution to the development of broadcasting in Africa.

3. ■ Arab State's - Broadcasting Union J_^SBH) ' '■■'■■■■■. ■ ■

The Arab States Broadcasting Union covers tho entire-Arab'world. On the,.
African continent it has nine members Its headquarters arc in Cairo and it

has a Technical Centre in Khartoun? Sudan, Through studios, seminars and

training courses the AS3U is also making a substantial impact on tho development
of broadcasting in Africa,

4. European Broadcasting Union (SBU)

The European Broadcasting Union is one of tho most developed broadcasting
unions to which sone of the African countries arc full members. There arc

five countries in Africa which are full members of SBU* There are many others
which arc associate members,

Tho EBU benefits the broadcasting organisations in Africa through published
studies and technical advice on some broadcasting issues and problems.

All these broadcasting unions and associations have acquired a groat deal

of expertise over a period of tirao., "What is needed is a closer collaboration

on how to tackle some of the broadcasting problems which face tho African
broadcasting systems.
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Conclusions

General

Although radio broadcasting in Africa has shown some considerable expansion

in the last two dccados? this expansion is still inadequate. Broadcasting has

boon and still is contrally managed and essentially utilized as an instrument of

policy. Every country has a national service based in the capital city. Only

a few national broadcasting scrvioes havo boon expanded by the creation of

regional and local Stations,

Television broadcasting, the newer entrant on the African broadcasting ' - *

scene, is now gaining ground-but has not yet boon introduced in all countries.

Where it has been introduced, it has proved to bo.an attractive medium but has

ofton diverted resources from sound broadcasting. The.high' cost of receivers

unfortunately usually limits the service to a privileged few.

Despite a growing recognition that broadcasting is an essential and critical

instrument in the national development process, the broadcasting services as a

whole do not appear to have boon fully integrated in national development planning.

Finances available to broadcasting organizations are inadequate and broadcasting

cannot carry out the assignments society has given to it. Inadequate manpower

resources -and laok of management skills make it difficult for many broadcasting

organisations to turn national development plans into concrete and specific,

programme objectives.

Whereas the broadcasting medium is recognized as important in the proooss

of nation building, broadcasting porsonnel arc rarely well trained. Those who

are adequately trained cannot be retained in their profession because there are

lessor jobs in society but with bettor opportunities. Broadcasting in Africa

therefore faces an acute shortage of manpower both in tho operation of existing

services and for tho future development and expansion of these services.. Every

where there is a neod for training in the professional and managerial levels.

Daring tho Transport and Communications Decade, clear targets have to be

set for all the major areas of broadcasting development.

Infrastructure

Almost all programme production centres arc situated, in urban areas.

Programmes produced in the urban areas do. not therefore reflect the variety ef

activities in the countryside. There is a tendency for local, relevant and

cultural activities to have a peripheral position in the over-all broadcasting

programme output.

Although low power'medium-wave and services have problems of poor reception

and inadequate coverage, they arc in connon use in Africa.
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While YEP/EM services can give high quality service, although with limited
eoverage, very little use is made of this service except as programme links.

The development of related technology now makes the manufacture of low cost
VHF/PM receivers feasible.

Quite apart from the problems of inadequate technical services, broadcasting
in .Africa is fragmented by the attention it has to give to /the many languages

which may exist in any one country. There are very few countries which have come

up with a language policy in so far as the communication systems are concerned.
This is a problem which will need to bo faced sooner or later.

Utilization

•As a national instrument, broadcasting has not yet reached where it belongs -
the rural areas. Many ^f the African countries development depends on the

participation of the rural comrauni-ties. However, this is an area where Africa's

broadcasting systems have not yet made an impact. Present broadcasting systems
have a tendency to "process", "edit" and "interpose" the peoples1 views in
such a way as to make the public feel alienated from the broadcast service. This
approach to broadcasting tends to dominate the African scene thus making "the
nation distant from the country".

Broadcasting has become a vendor of information to the rural areas through

public announcements everywhere in the African countries. It is also evident

that^broadcasting is moving beyond this. It is preparing for "social and economic

realities". It is being used to "awaken in people a spirit of initiative and

encouraging them to seek their own personal and communal social improvement." Pbr

this movement to continue broadcasting must be rural centred and orientated.

Both the infrastructure and utilisation of radio and television broadcasting
is being used towards the crossing of cultural boundaries and emphasizing cultural
affinities anong the African peoples. If this process is continued in Africa,

broadcasting- will achieve its true goal in Africa - thus helping and guiding the
public-1 s perpetual learning process.

Targets

The Decade activities should be geared towards achieving the underlisted

targets. An attempt has been made to nako these targets realistic and achievablo-

with the resources that will be expected to be available. It is recognized that

some African countries are already past some of the targets but the average

situation is of course so poor as to pre-empt the setting up of modest targets*

1. Countries to achieve full radio coverage during the Decade.

2. The average number of radio receivers per 100 of population to rise

from present 7 to 20 during the Decade.

3. Create necessary training facilities to provide adequate skilled

manpower for the broadcasting services.
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4* In the period of tho Decade, preparation of comprehensive broadcasting

development plans for oach country, covering all aspects of broadcasting

with a plan period set up to tho year 2,000 and closely co-ordinated

with those of other countries.

5, Create programme production centres for tho production of programmes

designed to meet the noods of all communities particularly in the

rural areas.

i

6. The realisation of a network for a regular exchange of radio and

television programmes involving tho participation of all African

Broadcasting Organizations.

Recommendations

■A. National Recommendations

(a) General

Recommendation NR1

In many African countries Communications facilities are poor. Am. many of

these countries cannot develop without mobilizing their rural population, 1% is

important that broadcasting bo utilized for social and economic development of

these countries.

It is rocommended that broadcasting should be soon as a vital instrument for

generating public participation in tho formulating of national development policy

and in the preparation of national development plans. The formulation of broad

casting policy and the planning of broadcasting itself should be integral parts

of the national development planning. -An effort should also be made to ensure

maximum utilization of broadcasting in the execution of national development

programmes.

Recommendations NR2

Broadcasting is the most effective instrument for communication in the African

countries where many people can neither read nor "write. However, the lacl: of adoquat1

planning and management of this important medium has hampered the rapid . development

of broadcasting.

It is therefore recommended tiiat consideration be given to the urgent need for

broadcasting executives in Africa to be given adequate training in the planning

and management of broadcasting systems.
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Recommendation I1K3

There is-today a unanimous recognition by African Governments of the

importance of "broadcasting and its vole in national integration and development.

However, this recognition is not reflected in the allocation of available

resources to broadcasting to enable it to carry out the tasks entrusted to it.

It is therefore recommended that a higher order of priority be accorded to

the allocation of resources for broadcasting development, operations and
utilization.

Recommendation NR4

Despite the growing reliance on broadcasting as the major means of connrunication

particularly by the rurel populations, access to radio and television by tho-Tural^

masses is hampered by i;navailability of receivers because of their high costsfl The

most inexpensive set costs about tnJS 20, This is too high -when the average-income'

per capita of the 1. act developed countries is taken into accounts

It is therefore recommended that African States ^ako every effort to keep

the cost of radio and television receiving sets within tho roach of each family

in each country.-

Rocommondatlon ITR5

Proper planning and management is crucial for the successful operation of any

organization. This is particularly true of those organizations whoso success

cannot be Dicasurod in cash terms such as national broadcasting organizationso

In the African context, -|hn ■■Tcr-su-c or? tbo day-to-day operations of broadcasting

organizations do not permit African broadcasting executives to pay attention to
planning,,

It is therefore rccomraonded that Broadcasting Organizations which do not have

planning units take urgent stops for tl.o establishment of such departments paying

particular attention to the nana^oment; infrastructure development and utilization

of broadcasting. . .

Recommendation NR6

The impact of broadcasting as an instrument for development can best bo

realized in rural arcas= It is hero where tho need for educative information

and specialized information for specific action is needed. Present broad

casting developments in Africa do not reflect adequate emphasis on rural

broadcasting.

It is rooommc nded xhat in order to make broadcasting more pertinent to tho

way of life of the rural populations and to ensure tho utilization of broadcasting

in support for rural development activities, efforts be made to establish regional

produotion oentres and transmitters in African countries and to promote the

participation of rural populations in the organisation of broaden :1.inp -Dro^amres.
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Recommendation NR7

Pbr a rational and co-ordinated development of the Broadcasting service

and the provision"of a "broad framework of guidelines for long-term-action,

it is important that plans are developed in each country up to the year

2000 for the Broadcasting services.

■ It is recommended therefore that in the first phase of the Decade, needy

countries should be assisted in establishing comprehensive broadcasting

plans, covering all aspects of broadcasting up to the year 2000.

■ (b) . Infrastructure

Recommendation HR8

Since radio coverage is generally inadequate in most of the-African ■ ■

countries-and large areas do not receive the national programme.

It is recommended that African countries should make every effort to

achieve complete coverage of their territories in order to make the national

programme accessible to every citizen*

Recommendation NR9

Taking into consideration the enormous advantages of the utilization «f
the VHF band in Africa especially in the countries situated in the Tropical

Zone, (page 8), ....

It is reoommended that African countries which have not yet introduced
VHF(FM) services should consider its introduction for their coverage as a

long term policy.to supplement the existing or planned medium and short-wave

transmission facilities.

Recommendation 1IR10

Since the basic infrastructure for TV transmission networks in a given

country is basically the same as that for the VHP( Hi) one, it is recommended
that both services should be planned simultaneously though one service may

have to be implemented before the other.

Recommendation ITR11

Since the TV receiving set is considered to be expensive as compared to

average income per capita in most of the African countries.

It -is recommended that communal viewing centres should be provided in
populated areas particularly in the disadvantaged rural regions.
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Recommendation ITR12

Broadoasting .and common-carrier communication systems hare an.important

role to play in the rural areas. Tor these services'to be realised effectively,

their planning has to be integrated and co-ordinated.

It is therefore recommended that common-carrier and broadcasting communica

tion plans should'be integrated and co-ordinated at the national level to'avoid

duplication of facilities and maximise the utilisation of suoh facilities. This

is considered essential to enable the broadcasting'media to provide programmes

of interest in the rural areas. In this connexion, it is. further recommended

that necessary mechanisms be set up to provide the required co-ordinations.

Recommendation UR13

The growth' and active participation by African writers, composers and

artists in broadcasting has not been as encouraging as it should be. It has

been argued that one of the inhibiting factors in this area is the lack of

positive and encouraging copyright legislation.

It is recommended that governments should adopt a copyright legislation

adapted to national needs, in order to encourage the national talent and creativity

which contribute to the development of cultural and social programmes.

Recommendation NR14

The free flow of educational material and programmes is essential for the

rapid development of the African societies. Ilany of the Broadcasting Organizations

•without adequate resources for the purchase of programmes will be greatly assisted

if the spirit of free exchange of broadcasting material is encouraged.

It is therefore strongly recommended that, in order to promote the free flow

and exchange of broadcasting programmes within Africa, African Governments which

have not yet ratified the Florence Agreement take the necessary stops to do so.

Reoommendation I

JO.thought it is an accepted fact that broadcasting can help in the provision

of general eduoative programmes for the rural as well as urban population, many

broadcasting organizations do not reflect an organized pattern of educative

programmes.

It is reoommended therefore that where facilities or appropriate arrangements

do not at the moment exist, national-machinery for the co-ordination in the

production and-utilization of formal, non-formal and informal educative programmes

on agriculture, health, nutrition, family planning end literacy should be

established in order to fully utilize the resources of broadcasting for social

and economic development.
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Recommendation NR16

The most effective way to utilize broadcasting for development is by developing

the programme content to ensure that programmes are relevant and appropriate to the

community. This is not possible at present in the African countries because not

enough investment has been made in the development of programme content. In fact

from technical assistance and national budgetary sources, African broadcasting

organizations have relatively large investments in broadcasting infrastructure

■within the past two decodes. However, there has not been comparable investment

in the development of the content of broadcasting which is the only product, and
raison d'etre of broadcasting.

It is therefore recommended that regardless of the nature of funding sources
greater emphasis in the allocation of funds should be placed on broadcasting

programming and a continuing effort be made to closely relate the development

of broadcasting infrastructure to the capacity for the development and utilization
of suitable programme materials.

B. Sabregional recommendations

Recommendation SRHT

Studies on cultural affinities within the different subregions

Both radio and television programming does not reflect adequately and
authentically the African cultural background, Hany programme producers in Africa
lack an appreciate knowledge of the indigenous African vulture; a weakness that
is often left glaring in the programmes they prepare and produce. The reasons
ore:

(l) each country tries to tackle the question of cultural.expression
in the national context, not realizing that the cultural boundaries

within the African context are not rigidly-definedj - ■■

(ii) many of the programme producers are unduly influenced by foreign
cultural norms which subconsciously determine their attitude
towards their own culture.

It is therefore reoomraended that studies on cultural affinities within the
subregions should be undertaken with a view to determining the cultural values
of the various groups to form the base for radio and television programmes. The
study should also examine ways and means by which programmes of this kind, while '
retaining their cultural identity, can have a wide appeal to the African audience.

In this regard, it is further recommended that UNESCO be requested to
participate in sach studies,,
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Recommendation SRR2 . ■ ■■

Programme exchange

In view of the inability for most African "broadcasting organisations to

produoe enough programmes of a different variety and the inability to administer

the programme- exchange activities at the level of the national broadcasting

organizations, it is recommended thats

{i) every effort be made to facilitate the Programme Exchange;

(ii) the existing UR'MA Programme Exchange Centre should be suitably equipped

■with sound and vision dubbing facilities and adequately staffed

to oater for the activities of programme exohangej

(iii) intensification of programme exchange at subregional level on the

basis of the pilot project which has been undertaken by URTNA

with the assistance of UNESCO be continued^

(iv) the development of the PMAFTEL system will certainly help in

live radio programme exchange particularly between.countries of .

the same subregion. It is recommended that studies be undertaken

so that the PANAFT3L system will be capable of television programme

exchange when the need arises■?

(v) tariffs for the transmission of programme exchange between African

countiies should be examined in the interest of making the

distribution of progromme-s as inexpensive as possible in order

to maxiinisG programme exchange.

C, Regional recommendations

Recommendation RR1

Determination of the electrical characteristics of the

surface of the earth in Africa; (CCIR Rep. 229-1) "~

Accurate information about earth conductivity and dielectric constant is

not available.

Since such information is essential for the calculation of the coverage in

long and medium wave bands and in future (planning exercises,

It is reoommendod that different measuring campaigns should be formed and

several sets of measuring equipment should be made available to achieve these

measurements and to draw up detailed maps indicating the contours of. different

values of earth1s conductivity and dielectric constant all over the continent.
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It is recommended also that tho ITU could organic a seminar in close
collaboration with the ECA and OMJ for the members of the different campaigns
to explain and adopt a unified method of measurement to be used everywhere in
Africa.

Recommendation RR2

Propagation studies

There is a lack of information and data about the propagation conditions
in. Africa especially in the tropical zones in the frequency bands 5 through 10
.(30 kHz to 30 GHz) 5 ' J 6

It is recommended that an extensive study be made on propagation in both
ionized and nonionized media in'tne oov/ttnent. The study should include,
among others, the following?

(a) Regular measurement of atmospheric noise all over tho continent
throughout one complete sun-spot cycle (ll years) at least
(CCIR SP7B/6).

(b) Study of the behaviour of the ionosphere in the equatorial region
and more particularly around the magnetic equator and its influence
on propagation in the MF, HF and lower part of the VHF bands.

(c) The influence of different climatic conditions (temperature and
humidity) on the refractive index of the atmosphere and how this
can influence in turn VHF propagation in the continent (Phenomenon
of long distance propagation - Z VHF waves in Africa).

(d) Study and evaluation of the amount of tropespheric attenuation in
the 12 GHz band due to heavy precipitation in the Tropical Zone
and sand storms in the Sahelian areas,

(e) African Universities should be encouraged to carry out studies
on propagation in collaboration with ITU and URTNA.

Recommendation HR3

Monitoring stations in Africa

Taking into consideration the important role monitoring centres play in
the effioient use of the frequency spectrum and in providing technical listening
reports that help in avoiding interference on African stations, it is peoonmended
that s

Every enoouragement should be given towards the establishment of national
and subregional monitoring stations in AfricaB
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In this regard every assistance should be given to the UIOTA monitoring

centre at Ilarkala in the Republic of Hali*

Recommendation

Revision of VH^/PHF Plan of Africa, 1963

Taking into consideration;

1. The noed of the African countries to introduce VHP/QHP services to
satisfy their needs in having several countrywide programmes to solve

the various problems of multiplicity of languages, different cultures,

different agricultural practices ... etc. of their population;

2. That the 7HJ1 (Ml) service is superiour to medium- and short-wave

services in terms of signal-quality, power consumption and ease of

operation and maintenance 3

3. That the "VHF/ijHF Plan of Africa, I963 was established while most of

the African countries were not yet independent and thus it does not

reflect their real needsj

It is recommended that the ITU be invited to convene a conference in the

most-convenient period after the 1979 WARC, to revise the 1963 VHF/qHF African
Plan, talcing into account:

(a) the rijw provisions of the 1S79 WARC5

(b) the results of the propagation studies made all-over the continent

in the VHF and UHF bands?

(c) the real needs of each country.

List of identified national projects l/

Below are t^ome national projects recommended for funding for countries

visited. Projects marked "N" care either included in the national development

plan of the countries concerned or reoommended by the national officials.

Projects marked "I" are identified by the consultants as necessary for the ■

countries concerned, All these projects require further detailed studies and

approval by the governments concerned in order to bring them to the implementation

stage. ' .

Since not all countries could be visited within the short period available

for the study, there is need'for the identification of additional country level

projects for needy countries,,

1/ Details of each project and its cost aro included in the corresponding

oountry report.
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Rational (Nj

Country ' Project or
llumber Identified (i)

Project description Remark;

Botswana 1

2

3

TJ

IT

Improvement "of SW "radio"" National

coverage modified

Improvement of VTIF cove

rage in Gaborone area

■Creation of radio-news National

centres in eight cities modified

Gamerotm- Introduction of-VHF

service in sis regional

stations.

Improvement of national

coverage on IIW in five

cities

Central^

African

Empire

IT & I

N

Improvement of SW

coverage

Introduction of YliF

service in Bangui

area

Installation of 200

TV community

receiving centres

Study of VHF and TV

expansion of service

National

modified

Chad 1

2

3

I

N & I

I

Improvement

coverage

'Creation of

cities"

Creation of

of Stf

PPC in five

radio-

N & I

news centres in five

cities

Improvement of HW

coverage in four

cities

4 are national
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Country

Project National
nunber. or

Identified (I;

Project description Remarks

1 I Installation of programme

production centres in 8

cities

Feasibility study to improve

and expand the Egyptian

Broadcasting: Training .

Institute

Gambia N Introduction of second

radio broadcasting-

channel

complemented

Ghana Feasibility study to improve

and expand the Ghanian

Broadcasting Training

Institute

Kony;:

4

Feasibility study to improve

'and1expand Kenyan Institute

of Hass Communications

Creation of 4 Regional

Stations to bring Radio

Broadcasting to rural

areas.

Creation of Television

Production Centre in

' Kisumu to increase local

productions

Construction of new

Broadcasting Headquarter:

15.000

4*100,000

2,000. 000

£(2,640,000)
5,280,000

Lesotho

I

I

IT

Construction of a nev

PPC in Maseru

Creation of radio-news

centres in five cities

Improvement of SW

coverage

Feasibility study

for the introduction

of TV

Feasibility

study is

carried out

by another

consulting

house
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Country •

_ . . National
Project or

number
Identified (i)

Pro ject..description Remarks

Liberia Feasibility study for

expansion of TV and

/I radio coverage

Madagascar Feasibility study to

expand TV" transmission

network

Feasibility study to

enlarge Tananarive

Telecomm. Institute to

accoraodate broadcasting

technical trainees

Ilali

N

N

Improvement of I-IW

coverage in four cities

New PPC in four cities

Introduction of HI

service in Bamako area

Feasibility study for the

introduction of TV

Mauritania I

N & I

Creation of PPC in five

cities

Installation of IIW

transmitters in nine

cities

2 only are

national project:

Niger N Installation of a 20KW

mediun-wavo transmitter

in Niamey

Installation of a 20KW short-

wave transmitter in Niamey

Installation of a 100 KU

short-wave transmitter in

Hiamey

Nigeria Feasibility study to improve

and expand the broadcasting

training institute
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Country

National (N)
or

number identified (l)
Project description. Remark:

Sudan Creation of 400 TV

community viewing

centres

Technical assistance in

management and o.ther..

fields

Tanzania IT

IT

IT

Installation of HIT trans

mitters in 4 cities

Feasibility study for the

construction of a new

radio house in Zanzibar

Feasibility study for the

utilization of' TV- and

radio services for formal

education in Zanzibar and

Prombe

Togo 1

2

3

N

N

I

.expansion of VTiF radio

coverage

Expansion of TV

coverage

Installation of 200

TV community receiving

centre a

4 Extension of the

existing PPC in Lome

Upper Volta 1

2

3

IS

IT

IT

Creation of programme pro

duction centres in 5

cities

Installation of 5 /

transmitter in same cities

Installation of a 50KW SW

transmitter in Ouagadougou
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Prelects recommended for funding and execution -within the first phase

of the Decade
9 .

Subregional pro.ject SUIT

Subregional seminars and workshops in management and planning of broadcasting

organizations on one hand, and on the role of broadcasting in the national, social

and economio development of the African countries.

Justifioation

Some African broadcasting organizations do not possess adequate ability

in managing*and.administrating their services in the most efficient way. Also,
lack-of .programme-planning to cope with the different social, political and

economic development of the country has been noticed. • "

,. PI aiming (of fUtu.ro development in broadcasting infrastructure including - ■■;

renewal and expansion of-jtke existing systems, their operation and-maintenance

is also one of the fields that needs special attention.

On the other hand- the role of broadcasting as an important tool for social

and economic .development is sometimes not well appreciated, especially between

high-officials responsible for national development planning, who are in most

ca.ses looking for.projects that can yield financial revenue.

■■ So sufcrefional seminars, where high officials of broadcasting administrations,

planning, and'information can be invited to participate, are to be held in the

first phase of the Decade to enlighten them on these important and nationally

vital issues,,

B, Description

- Six1seminars can be envisaged during the next three years, 2 in each of

West, East and Central Africa, Two participants from each country will be invited

to eaoh seminar,,

C, Cost of one seminar

Travel cost for participants

(15 countries x 4 persons x $US 1,000) $US 60,000

Subsistence allowanoe for participants

(15 countries x 4 persons x 10 days x $US 50) 30^000
Lecturers fees (6 x $US 500) 3^000

Subsistence allowance for lecturers (6 x 10 days x 'XTS 50) ' 3^000
Interpretation and translation (6 persons x 10 days x $QS 170) 10j200
Rent of conference halls rooms, secretariat work and stationary) 10;000

Total:' $US116?2OO

Say &Q3 120,000

6 seminars 6 x 12O3OOO = Total__gJS__720Lqqq_
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proflact Iff I

The strengthening of existing communication training institutions and the
training of trainers for "broadcasting utilization, operation, management and
development in Africa.

Durations four years

Justification

. In spite of the fact that the past two decades have seen considerate

expansion in. broadoasting services and infrastructure in Africa, the effectiveness
of broadcasting as an instrument for development and national integration, has -

continued to be extremely low. The single most oruoial factor responsible f«r

this situation has been inadequacy, throughout the region, of suitably trained ■

personnel on all levels of broadcasting activity including planning, management,

production, teohnical operations and utilization of programmes^

■ Efforts made by individual countries with the collaboration of international

and bilateral technical assistance programmes have resulted in the training of

broadcasting personnel over-seas and.in the African countries, the establishment

of Communication training institutions in a number of countries and the operation

of radio and television training departments by some broadcasting organizations.

Though some of these institutions and their training programme* have existed

for over a decade broadcasting training still remains the single major problem
area in broadcasting development and utilization in Africa,

Factors responsible for the inadequacy of training and the ineffectiveness of
the training institutions include; .. .

- inability of broadcasting organizations to release many numbezsof

staff at any one time to attend training;

- high cost of and non-suitability cf overseas training ooursosj

- the insufficiency of competent teaching staffj

- the non-suitability of ourricular and training programmes^

- the inadequacy of training equipment and other facilities

Objectives;

- (a) To ensure adequate skilled broadcasting manpower availability for
the growing sound and visual broadcasting services of the African
region.

(b) .To improve the professional knowledge of existing broadcasting staff
in needy countries*-
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(c) To train new generation of suitable candidates to complement^the
existing staff in the areas where shortages are foundj

(d) To provide further training for present staff of African communication
training institutions (including national radio and television training
schools) to upgrade their competence as trainers^

(e) To provide additional suitably trained teaching staff for such
instiifutionaj

(f) To improve upon training programmes and training facilities at such
institutionsj

(g) To generally strengthen African Communication Training Institutions
to enable them to effectively provide training in all areas of broad-

: casting development and utilization, including planning, management,

production, technical operations and programme utilization sad to

undertake training not only on a national basis but also to take on

subregional and regional training responsibilities wherever possible-

(h) To plan and execute regional training programmes in the aroas of. specializ
ation mentioned above.

(i) To provide machinery for a continuing programme of broadcasting training
within the region. .- ■ ,

Project description

The project will have two aspects of training. The first will be an attempt

to give crash training to existing personnel.in needy African countries using the

services of experts and consultants. The experts and consultants will be in the

fields of radio and television programme production;, broadcasting engineering
techniques and management.

The seoond part will aim at assisting communication training institutions

including.radio and televeision training schools to improve their training

capability.

Both these aspects will run concurrently.

Af"te'r"':c6hsultations with URTNA, the African Council on Communication Eduoation?

the African Broadcasting Organizations, a work plan for the entire four year period

of the project will be prepared. Using a few experts and a large number of oonsul-

tants, mostly .from within the region, the following activities will be undertaken:

(a) Study of the training needs of different countries^

(b) Detailed identification of weaknesses of training programmes of individual
■institutions;

(c) Preparation of curricular and training materials for courses in trainer-
training and for regular courses^
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(d) The planning, scheduling and exeoution of trainers-training and regular

oourses on regional basisj

(e) Organization of short-term on-the-job crash training programmes for the

staff of broadcasting organizations which require ^ach training programmes^

(f) The organization of regional seminars and workshops for "broadcasting

planners and management executives including senior ministry personnel;

(g) The provision of modest amounts of training equipment for communication

training institution^

(h) The incorporation into the project of a research and evaluation programme

aimed at ensuring maximum effectiveness during the life of the project and

the undertaking of an overall evaluation at the expiry of the projeot;

(i) Carrying out a feasibility study to identify the national institutions

that can accommodate the crash training programmes.

Budget Summary -■ -:

48 m/m Expert - (Project Co-ordinator) SUS 240,000

120 m/m of consultancies for 2 - months on-the-job "
crash courses in each of 30 (estimate) countries 600,000

204 m/m of experts and consultants for 17 Communication

Training Institutions 1,020,000

128 m/m of consultancies for regional courses and seminars
at Communication Training Institutions (Two 2-month

courses per year at each of 8 Institutions) 640,000

Regional course and seminar expenditure (64 courses

and seminars at 8 Institutions over 4 years). ' 2,55O?OOO

Training equipment supplies 850,000

Supplies ■ 90,000

Experts and Consultants Travel 150,000

Preparatory Study 60,000

Contingencies -100,000

&JS 6,300,000

Expected Performance of Broadcasting Organizations at the end, of the Decade

As has been pointed out in the main body of the report, the improvement

of the broadcasting facilities and the utilization of these services will generally

aid the social and economic development of Africa. If the recommendations' and

projects contained in the report are implemented, by the end o-f the Decade, it is

estimated that:

1. Broadcasting organizations should have better trained personnel

capable of operating, maintaining, planning and managing

efficiently the broadcasting systems and effectively utilizing

the services by producing appropriate and relevant programmes.
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2. Countries of Africa will develop their own expertise in the major

fields of "broadcastings It mil be possible to embark on major

expansion of the broadcasting services without relying entirely on

foreign experts.

3. A wider radio coverage of the countries of African will be possible.

The radio signal will be available to more than 90 per cent of the

African populations.

4. Better quality ( VHF/m) service will have been introduced in moat
of the African countries.

5. A radio set will be available to one person in every five.

6. Expansion of television coverage to the rural areas in the countries

which posses television will have taken place. It is also estimated

that a substantial number of the population in these countries will

have access to television service.

7. Television will be available to a greater number of people than at

present through the creation of more community viewing centres,

8. Programmes designed for the rural sectors of the communities will
be properly co-ordinated,, be more specific? be locally originated

and orientated,

9. There will be a wider programme exchange and co-productions between

broadcasting organisations especially with the expected implementation

of tlie Panaftel network.
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Regional project RP 2

Project title : ASSISTANCE TO URTNA PROGRAMME EXCHANGE CENTRE

Background

To promote the exchange of radio and television programmes between African countries

and to reduce the heavy dependence by African television organizations upon programmes

imported from outside the African region, URTNA in 1977 established a Programme Exchange

Centre in Nairobi, The development of the Centre into a full-pledge^ machinery for the

regular exchange of radio and television programmes throughout the continent has,

however, been extremely slow. The Centre has been plagued with problems of inadequacy

of funds, equipment and trained personnel- The present project aims at the systematic

and phased development of the URTNA Programme Exchange Centre into an effective instrument

for radio and television programme exchange.

Objectives:

1. To provide a detailed development plan upon which can be based programmes for

the development and operations of the URTNA Programme Exchange Centre during

the entire period of the Decade.

2, To enable the URTNA Programme Exchange Centre to commence immediately the

organization of a modest but regular exchange of recorded programmes

between African television organizations.

3- To draft a detailed document for a project for the full scale development

of the Centre for implementation during the second half of the Decade»

Brief project description

Through the use of consultants, a detailed study on radio and television programme

exchange in Africa will be undertaken* The study will cover not only the activities of the

Programme Exchange Centre itself but will also cover problems of tariff, copyright, and

all allied problems. Based upon this study3 a project for the full scale development of

the Centre into an effective system for the sharing of programmes through direct

transmissions, through the exchange of recorded materials and through co-productions

will be drafted for implementation during the second half of the Decade-

During the period of the study and the preparation of the project document, a

modest amount of consultancies and equipment will be provided for the Programme Exchange

Centre for the strengthening of its present activities and for the commencement of a

programme for the regular exchange of recorded television programmes.

Summary project budget

Consultants 12 man/months

Training programmes

Equipment

Supplies

Miscellaneous

Total

I
60

20

100

20

20

220

US

000

000

000

000

oco

000
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Regional Project RP j

Regional project for a Feasibility Study on Film and Television

1. Faving regard to the present low level of development of the film industry in

Africa as a whole and in recognition of the important role a well developed African

film industry can play in meeting the needs of African television service for highly

relevant programme material of quality in their broadcasts, there is proposed a

continent wide feasibility survey of the state of the film industry in Africa in order

to determine and make recommendations to solve:

: . 1, the training needs of the film industry in Africa.; . ■- ' -

2. infrastructural needs of the industry; .

3, certain other problems in production, distribution, screening development

of talent and of adaptation to the needs of television broadcasting.

2. . In order to carry out the feasibility study, experts in television broadcasting,

film production and mass media training should be engaged for a period of 12 months.

(i) three months to prepare for the mission (and make consultations at ECA.

Headquarters);

(ii) six months to enable them to visit as many African countries as possible,

conduct discussions with officials and others in. film and television

production usage and training; . .

(iii) three months to compile and submit their final report for adoption,

(funding and implementation)„

3- The cost.of this project is estimated at &US24O 000 as follows:

1. Expert in T.V. production

l/man months (12 x $5 000) - 60 000

2.. Expert in film production

12 man months (12 x 15 000) - 60 000"

3. Expert in film production and - ■ ,

training (12 x $5 000) - 60 000

4« Travel expenses

(3 x 5120 000) - 60 000

Total 240 000
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New identified national broadcasting projects submitted by delegates

during the meeting of Governmental experts

Sound broadcasting and television projects

Country
Project National (N;

number or Project description

Identified (i)
Remarks

Cape Verde

N

N

N

N

FM transmitter network'-

(a) one network of 3 trans
mitters

(b) additional equipment
for studies

Television transmitter

network

(a) transmitter, antennae
and accessories

(b) studio and production
equipment

Jfeintenarice and measuring

equipment and spare parts

KF Transmitter/overseas
service

The installations-

mentioned in (a )

and some of these

in (b) are part of

the projects approved

for the Sahel

250 000.00

350 000.00

500 000-00

200 000.00

,5.Q0..0QO,0Q.

Construction of a "Radio

and Television House"

Total

1 000 000.00

2 900 000.00

Kenya N Introduction of VHF (FM)

Broadcasting system

throughout the country

Feasibility study on the

financing of a rural

telecommunications and

broadcasting networks

A survey has already

been carried out by

a firm of Swedish

consultant

20 000 000.00

This project is

intended to facilitate

rural broadcasting

20 OOOiOO '

Zambia N Construction of mass

media complex for

Radio, Television and

-News Agency. " 37 000 000.00
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Project National (N)

Number or

Identified (i)

Country
Project description Remarks

Tanzania Feasibility study for the intro

duction of television on mainland

Tanzania and VHF/fm broadcasting
for the whole Tanzania 100 000.00

Gambia

N

N

N

N

Introduction of an FM service for

Banjul area to provide a high

quality and serve as a programme

link to the W transmitters

Retention of the provision for

a 100 KVA generator

Retention and addition to the

provision on training so as to

upgrade local training capability

Feasibility study for the intro

duction of television service

Provision of a studio van and

equipment for service to rural

areas

Creation of five information

centres with vehicles

65 000.00

60 000.00

%

15 000.00

65 000.00

100 000.00

100 000.00

Ethiopia Provision of 3 regional medium-

wave stations in Dessie, Metu,

Arbaminch 3 057 975.00

N

N

Establishment of 4 low power

TV transmitting stations in

Diredawa, Karrar, Dessie and

Jimma

Establishment of television

programme production centre

Installation of 200 TV

community receiving centres

1 500 000.00

1 800 000.00

1 000 000.00

Senegal Provision of consultants to

identify radio and television

projects and the construction

of a broadcasting house
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Country
Project National (N;

Number or
Identified (i)

Project description Remarks

Mauritania N

N

N

Installation of .medium wave

transmitters in ^ towns

Creation of production centres

in 5 towns

Creation of a vocational training

centre in Nouakchott

Niger

Cameroon

N

N

N

N

H

N

Installation of 20 XV7 W

transmitter at Niamey

Installation of 20 Kt7 SW

transmitter at Niamey

Installation of 100 Ktf Stf

transmitter at Niamey

Guinea Bissau

Congo

1

1

2

I

N

■ N .

Introduction of senior

personnel training project

Renovation of radio transmitter

Introduction of colour television 2

500

000

000

000

.00 *

.00

Installation of national colour

television network and training

of television staff

Installation of VHF/fm broad

casting for the whole country

Improvement of the medium-wave

coverage in ."S^towiSj^Yaound§r

Garona, Bertona, Bafoussam,

Doualla and Buea and construction

of a radio production centre in

Douala.

Construction of monitoring

centre in country

N

Guinea Installation of 6 production

centres in 6 towns

Improvement of radio broad

casting

Feasibility studies for

links both for radio and

television

Provision of 400 TV receivers

for rural centres

1 100 000.00

17 050 000.00

500 000.00

1 1C0. COO.CO
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Country
Project

Number-..

National (N)

Identified (I)
Project description Remarks

Ivory Coast 1 Improvement of national medium-

vave radio coverage

Improvement of the national

television coverage and the

modernisation of the existing

network

Provision of VHF/FM network
for the Transmission of

Television and radio broad

casting

Construction of radio and

television broadcasting

house ■- - -

Nigeria N

N

Feasibility study for the -

improvement and expansion of

the broadcasting training

institute

Feasibility study for the

provision of a nation wide

education broadcasting system

based in Lagos but covering

the whole country

1 500 000.00

1 000 000.00


